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The

CREAM Project
Customer-driven Rail-freight services on an European
mega-corridor based on Advanced business and operating Models

CREAM has been going on for more
than three years. In this period numerous organisational and technological solutions have been developed. Moreover, the project work in
international teams generated
benefits such as knowledge transfer,
mutual cultural understanding and
better cooperation!
These factors have led to remarkable
service improvements. After the
challenging economic situation in
2008/2009 the project achievements
became effective by an increasing
number of transports.
Presently the CREAM partners are
able to offer a wide range of rail
freight services on the corridor.
Enjoy this newsletter and learn more
about following topics:
Duisburg-Rotterdam
shuttle service expanded page 1
The intermodal string-of-pearls
network
pages 2-6
DB Schenker Rail establishes an
intelligent block train operation
concept on corridor X page 7
News from the
CREAM consortium

page 8
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DuisburgDuisburg-Rotterdam
expanded

shuttle

service

Since September 2009, Kombiverkehr links
three terminals in the port of Rotterdam,
namely the Euromax terminal, the RSC
Maasvlakte and the RSC Waalhaven with
Duisburg from where several continental
Intermodal train at Duisburg-Ruhrhafen
connections can be reached. ”With the addiSource: Kombiverkehr
tional terminal Euromax we expand transport
First of all, though, the wagon supervisor
options of our customers and realise our
needs to check whether the loading is corpromise to increase the engagement in westrect and whether there is any visible damern ports”, says Robert Breuhahn, managing
age to the loading units or wagons. Everydirector of Kombiverkehr. While the estabthing is fine. “Train number 41732 is ready
lished connections run five times a week the
to depart,” radios the engine driver to the
new connection Euromax terminal – Duisstation master.
burg runs twice a week. Details about traffic
“The Betuweroute has shortened the transit
days, cut-off and availability times can be
time between Duisburg and Rotterdam by
observed via the online timetable at
one-and-a-half hours,”
www.kombiverkehr.de.
“The Betuweroute has
reports Thomas Knechtel,
Consignment orders from
shortened
the
transit
Manager Operations ConDuisburg can be placed at
Kombiverkehr while the
time between Duisburg trol at Kombiverkehr. As a
subsidiary Optimodal is
and Rotterdam by one- dedicated goods traffic
route, it also has the caresponsible for Rotterdam.
and-a-half hours.”
pacity needed to shift
The service is not only inmore traffic from the
teresting for customers, it provides also outport of Rotterdam destined for the hinterstanding operational advantages. No passenland onto rail. The freight trains do not
ger trains to get in the way of freight traffic:
have to give way to the faster passenger
we report on how the Betuweroute is relievtrains. “Our trains can speed up day and
ing motorways and shortening transit times.
night. And when the proposed extension to
Train number 41732 is ready for departure at
Oberhausen will be realised, they will be
the DeCeTe terminal in Duisburg. It is
even faster”, he adds. Then the entire route
Wednesday, just after 2 pm. And at 3 pm the
will be operated using the new European
train will start its journey to Rotterdam, one
Train Control System (ETCS). Until then,
of the most modern lowland stretches of
different systems are in operation.
railway ever laid: the 158.5 kilometre-long
Betuweroute.
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The Betuweroute and their continuation
in Germany
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CREAM — “MOVING EUROPE”
Rotterdam

The STRINGSTRING-OF–
OF–PEARLS network of open &
unaccompanied intermodal rail services

Duisburg

Improving rail freight on the
transport corridors between Western and South-Eastern Europe and
in consequence generating more
volumes for the environmental
friendly rail transport — these are
the main goals of CREAM.
The CREAM consortium integrates
main players of the transport
business on this axis, which on the
one hand support each other in
finding new technological solutions, and on the other hand run
services each in their own responsibility.
On this page we present selected
open and unaccompanied intermodal rail connections of the
CREAM project partners. Open
services are offered by intermodal
operators to multiple customers
such as forwarders and other
transport operators:

Neuss

Antwerp

Ludwigshafen
The T-Rex service connects Genk and Oradea. A stop in
Sopron enables access to other connections of the IFB/ICF
network. read more on page 4
•
3 round trips / week
•
GPS-Monitoring
•
Continuous quality management / quality groups
Extensions of the Adria-Express service
Ljubljana - Munich to Cologne / Duisburg.

read more on page 5

RED shows the services of Kombiverkehr and partners. The Ljubljana-Halkali service is operated in
collaboration with the Turkish
joint venture of Kombiverkehr and
Adria Kombi: Europe Intermodal.
BLUE shows the connections of
Inter Ferry Boats. In Sopron they
offer access to the network of
their cooperation partner ICF.
GREEN shows the intermodal services from /to Skopje offered directly by the train operating company MZ in cooperation with their
neighbour railways.
The services of these companies
are partly connected to each
other. Altogether they build the
comprehensive CREAM string-ofpearls network, which is MOVING
goods all over EUROPE!

Cologne

Genk

The Adria-Express connects the rail gateways
Munich (to Western Europe / Germany) and
Ljubljana (towards South-East Europe):
•
3 round trips / week
•
Transit time: 9-10 hours
Distance: 436 km
•
Train weight up to 2000 tons
•
Quality management
•
Punctuality above 90%
•
Most trains are interoperable
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The shuttle train Rotterdam-Duisburg runs on the Betuweroute
which is dedicated for goods traffic. read more on page 1

A new IFB connection Antwerp-Cologne-Sopron has started
operation in March 2010. read more on page 4

Kombiverkehr
Inter Ferry Boats (IFB)
MZ / TRAINOSE

Wels is the gateway to intermodal networks in Germany,
Austria and Hungary. read more on page 5

Vienna

The Sopron hub offers intermodal connections to numerous
destinations on the CREAM corridor. read more on page 4

Wels

Oradea
Sopron

Budapest

Ljubljana
Belgrade

Skopje
Istanbul-Halkali
MZ, TRAINOSE and cooperating railway carriers offer extensions to the major European
intermodal networks with their train services
Belgrade-Skopje and Skopje-Thessaloniki

Thessaloniki

read more on page 6

The Bosphorus Europe Express was initiated by CREAM partners in April
2008 and connects Ljubljana and Istanbul (Halkali).
•
3 round trips / week
•
Transit time: only 45-50 hours – faster than the truck!
•
Distance: ~ 1,545 km
•
Tracking & tracing via “CREAM generation” GPS devices
•
Dedicated quality group for continuous service improvements
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Genk
IFB develops its rail network to SouthSouth-East
Europe significantly
CREAM partner IFB, an independent subsidiary of
SNCB Logistics and specialised in intermodal
transport, further invests in the development of
its European rail network. Thanks to a partnership
with Intercontainer (ICF), IFB has opened a new
network to the whole of Eastern Europe for its
customers.

Oradea

AntwerpAntwerp-CologneCologne-ViennaVienna-Sopron:
The gateway to Germany, Austria and SouthSouth-Eastern Europe

Genk – Sopron:
The direct connection towards the Balkans / SouthSouth-East Europe

In March 2010 IFB has started a completely new connection with
departure from Antwerp (terminals Mainhub and Combinant),
towards final destination Sopron Hub (Hungary) with stops in
Cologne and Vienna and further antennas in Austria.

Next to the aforementioned new rail connection from Antwerp to
Sopron, the IFB rail connection between Genk (Belgium) and
Oradea (Romania) also has a stop in Sopron since February 2010,
where units can be (dis-)connected to serve the regions of Vienna,
Bratislava and Budapest or be transferred to linked rail connections towards the whole Balkan area. As the three weekly departures (from Genk on Tuesday, Friday and Saturday) are already
maximally booked, the frequency will be increased to four departures per week.

At the moment, IFB operates three connections per week
(departure on Monday, Wednesday and Friday), but it has the
intention to increase the frequency to a daily departure as soon
as possible . The stops in Cologne and Vienna offer the possibility
to serve the customers in Germany and Austria.
About Inter Ferry Boats (IFB)
IFB is a specialist in multimodal transport, which has as of
1 May 2009 taken over all commercial transport activities
of TRW and thereby replaces TRW in the CREAM consortium.
Inter Ferry Boats is a full (100%) subsidiary of NMBS/
SNCB, based in Antwerp. For more than ten years the company has been providing reliable multimodal solutions for
transporting containers, chemicals, automotive products,
paper and wood and consumer goods at home and abroad
by rail, freighter or truck.
IFB provides rail transport, but also manages various terminals in Belgium, Germany and France for freight handling. It has developed the successful National Rail Container Network (Narcon), a daily link via rail, terminal and
truck between the quays in Antwerp and Zeebrugge and
the hinterland. For international connections IFB cooperates with ICF and Kombiverkehr.

Sopron – SouthSouth-Eastern Europe/Turkey:
The South European network
Thanks to a close collaboration with ICF, as of February 2010, IFB
indeed has access to the ICF Hub in Sopron (Hungary). This hub
means an important boost for the whole West-Eastern axis and
permits IFB to serve the whole Balkan region. The hub in Sopron
gives IFB customers access to the complete network of ICF, that
reaches to Budapest and Sékesfehérvàr and other terminals in
Hungary, Bulgaria (Poduyane, Ruse, Stara Zagora), Greece
(Thessaloniki, Inoi, Athens), F.Y.R. of Macedonia (Skopje), Austria
(Vienna, Graz, Villach), Romania (Arad, Oradea, Curtici, Bucharest)
and Turkey (Halkali).
These extensions towards South-Eastern Europe have been elaborated within the CREAM project in connection with the development of a comprehensive string-of-pearls operation network. To
achieve and maintain a high quality level for their customers, IFB
operates their trains in close collaboration with the train operating companies on the corridor — most of them also members of
the CREAM consortium.
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Duisburg/
Cologne

Vienna
Munich
New production
concept on the axis
Duisburg/Cologne - Munich - Ljubljana

Ljubljana

From February 2010 CREAM partner Kombiverkehr and its
Slovenian intermodal partner company Adria Kombi have extended their Adria-Express service Munich- Ljubljana towards
Duisburg and Cologne with also three departures per week in
each direction. But unlike other trains terminating in MunichRiem container terminal, the trains from Duisburg/Cologne have
only an operational stop in Munich-East, where a group of wagons with local shipments will be added or uncoupled, thereby
enormously relieving the Munich-Riem bottleneck.

Intermodal train on the way across the alps, Source: Kombiverkehr
In Ljubljana all trains are connected with the Bosphorus Europe
Express from and to Turkey as well as with the entire Adria Kombi
network. “With this new concept we are able to provide a higher
flexibility and faster transit times for transports between the
Rhine/Ruhr area and South-Eastern Europe”, explains Ulrich Bedacht, product manager South-Eastern Europe at Kombiverkehr.

Service extensions for the
Bosphorus Europe Express Ljubljana - Halkali

From February
2010 the trains operate three times per week &
direction.

IstanbulHalkali

On operational level SZ and their traction partners managed to realise enormous service improvements. Being object of a demonstration trip in March 2009,
which had covered the distance between Ljubljana and Halkali in
only 35 hours, considerable service improvements could be transferred into regular operation. With the timetable change in December 2009, the regular transit time could be reduced from 60
to only 45 hours – faster than a truck.
Rail operation across four borders and over a distance of 1,545
km is a complex business. To keep the control, a GPS monitoring
has been introduced within the CREAM project. Further improvement steps are discussed in a quality group which meets on a
regular basis. To maintain and further extend the service quality,
the partners aim at implementing a dedicated quality manual in
2010. “This manual will secure smooth operations at the interfaces (borders + terminals) – the key for competitive transport
times”, says Igor Hribar, Sales and Marketing Advisor of Slovenian
Railways SZ.
The Kombiverkehr Internet timetable

The Bosphorus Europe Express, initiated within the CREAM project
by Kombiverkehr, Adria Kombi and their Turkish joint venture
Europe Intermodal turns out to be a success story.
Starting in March 2008 with one departure per week, the service
could be maintained during the economic crisis in 2008/2009.
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Kombiverkehr offers an online tool to their customers which
provides an intermodal connection search and timetable information. It can be publicly accessed and used via the
Kombiverkehr website at www.kombiverkehr.de

CREAM — “MOVING EUROPE”

Container train at Gevgelija border station

The Balkan link
In Western Europe Intermodal Rail/Road Transport is a well established system. Dense networks are operated under the commercial
responsibility of intermodal operators such as Kombiverkehr, Intercontainer Austria or Inter Ferry Boats.
Linking these services with South-Eastern Europe and building a
string-of-pearls operation network on the CREAM corridor this
way – this is the major goal of the CREAM project.

manual and a train monitoring concept.
BelgradeBelgrade-Skopje
To link the Skopje-Thessaloniki service with other intermodal networks, MZ offers an open train connection between Belgrade and
Skopje on demand. The trains from Belgrade stop in SkopjeTrubarevo shunting yard, where it is possible to transfer wagons

For this purpose, the CREAM partners MZ and OSE in collaboration with the main railway carriers in the Former Yugoslavian
Republic of Macedonia and Greece MZ Transport and TRAINOSE
have established a transport offer on the axis Belgrade-SkopjeThessaloniki.

Liberalisation of railway transport in F.Y.R. of Macedonia
The liberalisation of the railway market in the Former
Yugoslavian Republic (F.Y.R.) of Macedonia is continuing.

SkopjeSkopje-Thessaloniki

In January 2007 the CREAM project started with the former incumbent railway PE Macedonian Railways (MZ) as
project partner. In August 2007, this company was
separated into two new companies, which are MZ Infrastructure and MZ Transportation, of which MZ Infrastructure has taken over the responsibilities within the CREAM
project.

The basis of this concept is the container train Skopje (Tovarna
container terminal) – Thessaloniki (port) which has been restarted and extended within the CREAM project up to four departures per week and direction. Most units are containers for ships
from/to Thessaloniki port, but it is also offered to transport containers and swap bodies destined for the Greek market.
To establish this train in a medium perspective, comprehensive
improvement actions have been initiated in close cooperation
between both involved railway carriers. In this context two main
action fields are tackled:
1)

Border Crossing:
Crossing improved cooperation for handover of
trains, implementation of information exchange before
train arrivals at the border Gevgelija/Idoméni

2)

Quality Management: Installation of a dedicated quality
group which works on the implementation of a quality

from
Skopje Tovarna
Thessaloniki Port

to

At the beginning of 2010 a new legislation came into force
in Former Yugoslavian Republic of Macedonia which allows also private railway operators to use the MZ network.
According to Krsto Mingovski, project manager at CREAM
partner MZ Infrastructure a private railway operator has
applied for a license for public transport and for a safety
certificate which allows them to run trains on the MZ network.

Departure
days

Cut off time
(HLR)

Day of
arrival

Availability
(MAD)

-2345-1234---

16:00
20:30

B
B

02:30
13:00

Thessaloniki Port
Skopje Tovarna
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Olen

Pirdop

DB Schenker Rail establishes an intelligent block train
operation concept on corridor X

customer service centre from Duisburg (Germany) according to
the requirements of the customer Aurubis.

The CREAM partner DB Schenker Rail organises the transport of
copper-anodes between the Bulgarian Pirdop and the Belgium
Olen for the Aurubis AG, the biggest copper manufacturer in
Europe.

Numerical this means:

In order to meet the requirements of this important customer —
which calls for good quality at reasonable prices, DB Schenker
Rail in cooperation with BDZ Cargo, has developed an intelligent
operation concept which started operation with the annual 2010
timetable in December 2009.
The core idea behind this concept is the change of rolling stock to
H-wagons. Wagons which are moved within the single wagon
production system towards Greece will be transferred to Bulgaria
and made available for the block train operation from Pirdop to
Olen (Belgium).
The switch from Bulgarian flat wagons to the H-wagons was only
possible by introducing a new loading scheme and modifying the
loading process in Pirdop.
The dispatching of wagons from Greece to Bulgaria is organised
by the DB Schenker subsidiary Fertrans RailControl located in
Vienna (Austria) in cooperation with the fleet management of the



operation of 200 freight wagons per month



Annual transport volume of 75.000 tons on the PirdopOlen relation.



Elimination of 12 empty train runs between Greece and
Western Europe

The introduction of the new concept is accompanied by comprehensive quality measures, which have been elaborated and coordinated with the cooperation partners in the framework of the
CREAM project. As a result a dedicated quality manual for this
service has been implemented in March 2010 including clear descriptions on the interface processes. It serves as a practical
guideline for the operational staff.
“We are very satisfied”, reports Dirk Zender, CREAM project manager at DB Schenker Rail. “The quality measures show their effects, the service could be re-integrated in the trust agreement
between Austria and Germany and transport times could be cut
remarkably.”
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Test loading of copper-anodes in Pirdop
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General information from the CREAM consortium
CREAM contract extended
In January 2010 a third amendment of the
contract with the European Commission came into force. Going
along with this amendment the CREAM project has been extended for another year until end of 2010.
The amendment also includes some changes within the CREAMconsortium:

Name change MÁV Cargo to Rail Cargo Hungaria
In 2008 CREAM partner MÁV Cargo has been taken over by Rail
Cargo Austria, also member of the CREAM consortium. From
1 March 2010 MÁC Caro Zrt. has changed its name to Rail Cargo
Hungaria Zrt.

Intercontainer Austria leaves CREAM consortium
With effect from 1 March 2009 the Voith Turbo Lokomotivtechnik
GmbH & Co. KG is part of the CREAM consortium. They are involved in the work area “Border crossing and interoperability”. In
a dedicated work package they are responsible for the development of a dual propulsion locomotive for bridging non-electrified
border stations and line sections on the CREAM corridor.

Another subsidiary of Rail Cargo Austria (RCA), the Intercontainer
Austria GmbH (ICA) has left the consortium as they have not the
necessary resources available for the project work. Nonetheless
ICA, the leading Austrian intermodal operator, will proceed to
support the CREAM project. Necessary information will be provided via their parent enterprise RCA and operations will be further optimised on a commercial level with their cooperation partners inside the CREAM consortium Inter Ferry Boats and Kombiverkehr.

Another change within the consortium is caused by the restructuring process within the B-Cargo group. All commercial intermodal activities of CREAM Partner TRW have been taken over by
Inter Ferry Boats (IFB) as of 1 May 2009. In consequence IFB has
replaced TRW in the consortium as full project-partner. IFB will be
mainly involved in the development of a corridor related Quality
Management System and the further development of the intermodal string-of-pearls networks.

Save the date: CREAM developments will be presented on
the InnoTrans 2010

The Railion Deutschland AG has changed its name. As of February
2009 they operate as DB Schenker Rail Deutschland AG.
AG

The InnoTrans trade fair is one of the main international industry
showplaces focusing on railway technology. Other key features of
this important event include railway infrastructure and transport
business. Therefore this platform will be a good opportunity to
present the developments of the CREAM project. Key representatives of the consortium will be there to explain their solutions for
rail transports towards South-Eastern Europe.
Save the date and learn more about the CREAM achievements:
The InnoTrans 2010 will take place on 2121-24 September 2010 in
Berlin.

The CREAM Partners
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